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Аннотация. В данной статье рассмотрена проблема актуальности 

разработки мобильных приложений, в частности игр, в настоящее время, 

приведены примеры краткие характеристики, преимущества и недостатки 

мобильных операционных систем. 
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Аnnotation. In this article, the problem of the relevance of the development 

of mobile applications (in particular, games) was considered, and examples, brief 

characteristics, advantages and disadvantages of mobile operating systems were 

given. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays it is difficult to imagine a person without a cell phone, tablet computer, 

smartphone or any other portable multimedia device. We got used to the fact that 

not only mean of communication is in our hands, but also many useful functions, 

such as: calculator, organizer, converter, calendar, clock. Smartphones are becoming 

a new mobile game platform, competing with classical pocket game systems like 

Nintendo DS or PlayStation Portable. 

The smartphone is arranged quite simply. Mainly it consists of several separate 

blocks - memory; processor, which deals with calculations; data storage; radio 
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module, which, in its turn, consists of a receiver and a transmitter and is responsible 

for communication. The most interesting thing here is the operating system which is 

installed on the built-in memory. All main opportunities of the device depend on an 

operating system and its version.  

As mobile device sales grow around the world, the demand for various applications 

for them is also growing. Every self-respecting company aims to have at least one 

mobile application to be at its customer's "always at hand". And the existence of 

some companies is quite difficult to imagine without mobile devices and specialized 

programs, with help of which you can, for example, manage databases or monitor 

the status of your product on the market at any time.  

Analysis of the market of mobile applications 

 

The mobile applications market is growing rapidly. This huge industry is expanding 

every day and is not going to stop yet. The number of mobile application developers 

has grown dramatically; the number of applications breaks records. The revenue 

created by the mobile application industry has skyrocketed. 

According to App Annie, the mobile applications industry has created an enormous 

$ 41.1 billion out of gross annual revenue, and is expected to grow to $ 50.9 billion. 

According to forecasts of Statista, in 2020 gross annual income will exceed $ 189 

billion. Despite the fact that the data of different researchers differ slightly, the 

general conclusion is that the market is far from saturation. Forecast Annie App 

confirmed in Forrester reports that by the end of 2016 only 46% of the world's 

population were owners of smartphones. This shows that the widely discussed 

mobile revolution is just beginning. 

Another statistics of Forrester shows a huge gap between the leading companies for 

which mobile devices have become a catalyst for the transformation of their business 

and companies that treat mobile devices as just another direction for development. 

At the beginning of 2016, only 18% of the surveyed companies belonged to the first 

category. This figure is expected to overcome 25% in the next year. 
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Consumers are evolving even faster than business. Nowadays mobile Internet has 

become an urgent necessity for many users. 

In its report, Liftoff points out that the "games" category among all smartphone 

applications is the leader; it generates $34.8 billion worldwide. This is 85% of total 

revenue in the application market.  At the same time, despite the huge number of 

weekly appearing applications (only 2750 in App Store), the revenue from them 

continues to grow. However, competition is also increasing: application developers 

need to make an effort to find, attract, and retain their users. 

The review of the existing mobile platforms 

The presence of an operating system (OS) is the main feature that distinguishes a 

smartphone from an ordinary mobile phone. In case of a choice of the specific model 

of smartphone or communicator, the OS often becomes the determining factor. 

The most common operating systems and platforms for smartphones: 

Symbian OS - held the largest OS market share for smartphones until the end of 

2010.  At the beginning of 2010 only 1 platform remained on the basis of this OS: 

Series 60, which is mainly used in Nokia devices, as well as some Samsung models; 

Windows Mobile and Windows CE - a compact operating system of Microsoft; 

released since 1996 and occupied a large segment of the OS market for smartphones 

until 2010. Currently going through a phase-out of support and development; 

Linux - has not received wide distribution, but is traditionally considered a 

promising direction. Linux-based smartphones are mainly distributed in Asia; 

Android - a portable (networking) operating system for communicators, tablet 

computers, e-books, digital players, wristwatches and netbooks based on the Linux 

core. It was initially developed by the Android Inc company, which was then 

purchased by Google. Afterwards, Google initiated the creation of the Open Handset 

Alliance (OHA), which is now engaged in the support and further development of 

the platform. Android allows you to create Java applications that control your device 

through Google's developed libraries. Android Native Development Kit allows you 
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to port (but not debug) libraries and components of applications written in C and 

other languages; 

iOS - the mobile operating system developed and released by the American company 

Apple.  

Among such a big variety of mobile OS, for today, there are three main operating 

systems: Android, iOS, and WindowsPhone. Let’s consider the advantages and 

disadvantages of developing on these operating systems. 

Android 

This platform is most popular. Popularity means widespread. Undoubtedly, Android 

has the largest audience of users, and therefore a greater chance that your application 

will be seen and purchased by a large number of people. 

In Google company, there are several key advantages that distinguish devices based 

on the Android platform from similar products: 

Openness  - Android allows you to get access to the main functions of mobile devices 

using standard API calls. 

Borders destruction - you can combine information from the Internet with phone 

data, for example, contact information or geographic location data, in order to gain 

new opportunities. 

Applications equality - for Android there is no difference between the basic 

applications of the phone and third-party software - you can change even the 

program for dialing or screen saver. 

Fast and easy development - the SDK has everything you need to create and run 

Android apps, including a real device simulator and advanced debugging tools. 

The flexibility of Android has its price: companies that prefer to develop their own 

user interfaces are forced to constantly chase the release of new versions of the OS. 

Devices released just a few months ago, are becoming obsolete, because operators 

and manufacturers do not want to create a software update, so that users can use the 

new Android features. Thus, for example, many experts note that the platform is 

based on Java, so the advantages and capabilities of the Linux operating system on 
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Android are not fully used. Also, the platform does not use any of the popular 

graphic tools (toolkit) and libraries (for example, Ot or GTK), what makes the 

unlikely appearance of a large number of applications ported from a full version of 

Linux for the home computer to this platform due to the lack of default X-server and 

common graphic libraries. In addition, there was information that Google will, at its 

discretion, delete applications on users' phones if their terms of use are violated. 

The fact that Android is installed on a large number of devices carries with it other 

problems. Android phones differ greatly in their hardware capabilities. This means 

that you will have to sacrifice either the audience that uses weaker models or the 

productivity of the application. 

In addition, the security of Android leaves much to be desired. 77% of virus attacks 

fall on this platform. 

iOS 

Despite the popularity of Android among users, iOS is in the first place among 

developers. What's the matter? 

The operating system is designed exclusively for iPhone, iPad and Apple wearable 

devices. Compared to Android, it is considered a centralized mobile platform, what  

makes life easier for developers. 

Owners of Apple devices are ready to pay for the installation of the application, but 

they pay a great attention to quality, data security, design and etc. Nobody wants to 

pay for a product that has better analogues; and the competition among iOS-

applications is very high. 

The programming language is Objective C. Although, this language is not cross-

platform, it is a language developed by Apple, what inspires a great confidence. In 

addition, this language is created specifically for iOS. 

Unlike Android, iOS is famous for its security. There are virtually no attacks on this 

platform. 

The creation of an account in the App Store will cost more - the annual fee is 99 

dollars.  At the same time, the publication speed will be longer - up to 5 days. 
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However, this is not so much money and not such a long time, if your application is 

really cool and will bring you a decent profit. 

But you shouldn't forget about Windows phone. Although it does not compete with 

two leading systems, it remains stable on the market for many years. 

Windows Phone  

It is a unique mobile operating system, which was developed and presented by 

experts of the Microsoft company. The owners of Nokia smartphones were the first 

who was able to communicate with the "tiled" operating system. These devices were 

the first to operate with Windows Phone.  

There is a grant for developers on this platform in AppCampus. This program is 

designed not only for new applications: if your product is successful on other 

platforms, AppCampus will improve it and adapt for Windows phone. 

Also for novice developers of mobile applications, the main advantages of accessing 

Windows Phone are constant support, expert assistance and further promotion. Thus, 

if you have created a quality product and received a grant from AppCampus, you 

can get support from Microsoft Ventures in the future. 

Another plus is the cost of development. It is comparable to the similar one in 

Android. In addition, programmers note a common similarity in design. At the 

conference, Microsoft vice-president David Treadwell reported another good news 

- the new development kit will allow using once developed code for programs 

intended for both PCs and smartphones. 

After such positive words, I would also like to talk about the disadvantages of this 

operating system. 

Windows Phone occupies the lowest shelf in the global market with only 2.7%.  

Also, there is a problem in positioning-the thesis “on Windows Phone ported 90% 

of all popular iOS/Android applications”. This, of course, is not bad, but if you ask 

what unique applications are available on Windows Phone, but not available on iOS 

/ Android, the answers will not be very convincing. A side effect of this can be seen 

in the application store. If we open the top of paid or free applications, then in the 
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first ten positions we will see applications from Microsoft, Nokia, world and local 

brands (Facebook, Vkontakte, Yandex) and only then - applications from indie 

developers. 

Сonclusion 

In this article the market of mobile applications was analyzed, it was also told about 

different mobile operating systems. Among the diversity of operating systems, the 

main ones were identified, and learned the advantages and disadvantages 

corresponding to them. 
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